
The Answer Validation System ProdiosAVChristine Jaquin, Laura Moneaux, Emmanuel DesmontilsUniversité de Nantes , Laboratoire LINA ,2 rue de la Houssinière, BP92208, 44322 Nantes edex 03, FRANCEhristine.jaquin,laura.moneaux,emmanuel.desmontils�univ-nantes.frAbstratIn this paper, we present the ProdiosAV answer validation system whih was de-veloped by the TALN team from the LINA institute. The system is omposed of aquestion analysis module, a ranking passage module, an answer extration module andan answer validation module.KeywordsQuestion answering, Temporal Validation, Answer Validation1 IntrodutionIn this paper, we present the ProdiosAV system whih was developed by the TALN team fromthe LINA institute and whih partiipated to the Answer Validation Exerie for Frenh. Thissystem is based on the PRODICOS System whih partiipated two years ago to the QuestionAnswering CLEF evaluation ampaign for Frenh. The ProdiosAV system is omposed of fourmodules whose some of them ome from the PRODICOS system. We present the adaptation ofthese four modules for the AVE 2008 ampaign and the ProdiosAV results for the AVE 2008ampaign.2 Overview of the system arhitetureThe ProdiosAV system is divided into four parts :
• question analysis module;
• passage ranking module (ranks passages aording to their ability to ontain the answer);
• answer extration module (extrats the andidate answers from passages and ranks themaording to the results provided by the previous module).
• validation module (ompares the answers given by the previous module with those proposedby the test data and takes the deision if the answer is seleted or validated or rejeted)We present, in the next setions, the various modules whih belong to the ProdiosAV system.3 Question analysis moduleThe question analysis module aims to extrat relevant features from questions that will make itpossible to guide the passage ranking and the answer searh. We extrat many features from thequestions [7℄:
• question type



• question fous
• answer type
• strategyThe �rst and main feature whih omes from the question analysis is the question type. Twentyquestion types are de�ned whih orrespond to a simpli�ed syntati form of the question 1 (forexample the type QuiVerbeGN). The question type will not only help to determine the strategyto perform an answer searh but also it will make it possible to selet rules to extrat otherimportant features from questions (answer type, question fous). The answer type may be anamed entity (Person, Loation-State, Loation-City, Organization...), or a numerial entity (Date,Length, Weight, Finanial-Amount...). For determining answer type, semanti knowledge omingfrom EuroWordnet Thesaurus [1℄ is used. Lists of words are build whih are hyponyms of someprede�ned words whih are onsidered like ategories and are used in order to generate the answertype [4℄. The question fous orresponds to a word or a group of word involved into the question.It is generally loated lose to the answer within the passages whih may ontain the answer. Thestrategy is a riteria use to searh the right answer. It is determined aording to the questionfous and the question type. The strategies available are either an named entity strategy, either anumerial entity strategy, either an aronym de�nition strategy or a pattern-based strategy. Otherfeatures are extrated from the questions in order to improve the passage ranking proess (namedentities, noun phrases and dates). For example, for the query �Quand Abagelard de Paris est-il né?� , "Abagelard de Paris" is onsidered as a single entity.For example, if the question is �Quand Abagelard de Paris est-il né ? �, the analysis of thisquestion is:1. Question type: QUAND2. Answer type: DATE3. Question Fous: Abagelard de Paris4. Strategy: Numerial Entity5. Named Entity: "Abagelard de Paris"4 Passage ranking moduleThe role of this module is to rank the passage aording to their ability to ontain the answer tothe question. The strategy used relies on a density measure. [6℄ made a quantitative evaluationof passage retrieval algorithms for question answering and they showed that systems based ondensity measure perform better than the ones based on other tehniques. The density measureapproah lies on a soring funtion based on how lose keywords appear to eah other. In ourevaluation, we only use a density measure to rank the given passage aording to seleted wordsfrom the query but not to extrat passage from large doument.For eah question a kind of request is built aording to the data generated by the questionanalysis step. The request is omposed of a ombination of elements suh as question fous,named entities, prinipal verbs, ommon nouns, adjetives, dates and other numerial entities.These elements are also weighted aording to their importane for determining the potentialanswer. The weight of eah element depends on the question types. For example for a questiontype equals to �date�, the oe�ient assoiates with a date element is greater than the one linkedwith a prinipal verb element oe�ient. The density measure used is based on the one from [5℄but some adjustment were made.For all query passage, let m be the number of query terms belonging to the passage and let kbe the number of words belonging to the passage. wgt(qwi) is the weight of query word i, wgt(dwi)1exepted for de�nitional questions [2℄



is the weight of query word i with whih doument word j was mathed and dist(j,questionFous)is the distane beetween doument word j and the question fous questionFous.
scorepassage = score1 + score2 (1)

score1 = summ
i=1wgt(qwi) (2)

score2 =

∑k−1
j=1

wgt(dwj)+wgt(questionFocus)
α∗dist(j,questionFocus)2

k − 1
∗ m (3)The main adjustments made in omparaison with [5℄ is the introdution of the question fousin the alulus and the onsideration of the whole passage instead of only seleted sentenes linkedby anaphora. In fat, [5℄ do not onsider the question fous as an important element but as anordinary element. In our appliation, the density is omputed by mainly taking into aount thedistane between the question fous and the other query terms in the passage. It must be notedthat by experiment the alpha value is assigned to 0.5. An other di�erene is that [5℄ ompute the

scorepassage oe�ient for all sentenes and they only gather two sentenes into a same passage iffor example the seond sentene ontains an anaphora of a noun belonging to the �rst sentene.The aim of their system is to provide passage whih probably ontains the answer. But, ourappliation is of di�erent nature. The density measure is used in order to rank given passageaording to their ability to ontain an answer to a question. So, we do not work at sentene levelbut at passage level.5 Answer extration moduleAfter the question analysis and the passage ranking, we have to extrat answers orresponding toquestions. To this end, we use on the one hand elements oming from the question analysis like,for instane, the question's ategory, the strategy to use it, the number of answers, and so on and,on the other hand, a list of passages evaluated by our previous step aording to this question [4℄.This module is divided into four steps:1. aording to the question's strategy, the onvenient entity extration module is seleted,2. andidate answers are deteted and seleted by the previous seleted module,3. answers are evaluated and the answer(s) with the highest trust oe�ient is (are) kept,4. passages where eah answer has been found are also assoiated to the seleted answer.The question's analysis an give 4 groups of ategories whih orrespond to 4 possible strate-gies: numerial entities extration, named entities extration, aronym de�nitions extration andpattern-based extration (the default one).5.1 Numerial entities extrationFor loating numerial entities, we use a set of dediated regular expressions. These expressionsmake it possible to the system to extrat numerial information namely: dates, duration, times,periods, ages, �nanial amounts, lengths, weights, numbers and ratios. It uses the MUC (MessageUnderstanding Conferene) ategories ("TIMEX" and "NUMEX") to annotate texts.In our system, we noted that referenes to date and time are slightly exploited and the om-parison of dates is often ompliated. We thus tried to improve the reognition of dates, theirstandardization and their exploitation. The �rst stage is to loate the referenes to date and time.Numerial values, integers, real, and literal ones are annotated. Textual elements (days, month,et) are also loated. Then, the dates, hours and intervals of time are built.



Let's taking the following passage: �En mars 1989 , La Sept devient la Soiété européenne deprogrammes de télévision et reçoit du CSA l' autorisation d' émettre sur le satellite TDF 1 enavril 1989 .� After the labelling phase, this text beomes:
<duree type="date">

<mod-pre type="eq">En</mod-pre> <mois type="car">mars</mois>
<annee type="num">1989</annee>

</duree> , La <mois type="car">Sept</mois> devient la Société européenne de programmes de télévision et
reçoit du CSA l’ autorisation d’ émettre sur le satellite TDF 1
<duree type="date">

<mod-pre type="eq">en</mod-pre> <mois type="car">avril</mois>
<annee type="num">1989</annee>

</duree> . Elle commence à diffuser ses programmes
<date type="lin">

<mod-pre type="eq">le</mod-pre> <no-jour type="num">30</no-jour> <mois type="car">mai</mois>
<annee type="num">1989</annee>

</date> ;On this result, we an make a some remarks. First of all, are not regarded as "dates" onlythe referenes inluding a day, a month and a year. In the ontrary ase, this referene is labelled"duration" (�durée� in frenh). Moreover, we also labelled the artile preeding this referene.This artile gives information onerning the "diretion of time" ompared to the objet of thesentene. Our system of temporal labelling still has some imperfetions. In this example, it labels� sept � as being September whereas it orresponds rather to the integer � 7 � (the name of thetelevision hannel ; �sept� means �seven� in frenh). This is produed by two di�erent proesses.First of all, we have a system allowing to reognize the numerial values in form literal. Then,the months whose name is long are often shortened. Also, we parameterized the system so that itreognizes � September � but also � sept. � or � sept �. Consequently � sept � indiates an integerbut also September.To failitate the omparison of date, we hose to alulate the elements of date (and hour) inthe ISO 8601 form. For that, we have � alulated � the numerial values of the years, the monthsand the days. Then, we built the ISO form of the date. We made the same thing with hours.With the preeding example, we obtain then:
<duree type="date" iso8601="1989-03">

<mod-pre type="eq">En</mod-pre> <mois type="car" val="03">mars</mois>
<annee type="num" val="1989">1989</annee>

</duree> , La <mois type="car" val="07">Sept</mois> devient la Société européenne de programmes de télévision et
reçoit du CSA l’ autorisation d’ émettre sur le satellite TDF 1
<duree type="date" iso8601="1989-04">

<mod-pre type="eq">en</mod-pre> <mois type="car" val="04">avril</mois>
<annee type="num" val="1989">1989</annee>

</duree> . Elle commence à diffuser ses programmes
<date type="lin" iso8601="1989-05-30">

<mod-pre type="eq">le</mod-pre> <no-jour type="num" val="30">30</no-jour>
<mois type="car" val="05">mai</mois>
<annee type="num" val="1989">1989</annee>

</date> ;To go a little further, we also sought to ombine date and hour. For example, the date � lundi17 janvier 1994 13h31 � (� Monday January 17, 1994 13h31 �) will be annotated in the followingway:
<date-time type="lin" iso8601="1994-01-17T13:31">

<date type="lin" iso8601="1994-01-17">
lundi <no-jour type="num" val="17">17</no-jour> <mois type="car" val="01">janvier</mois>
<annee type="num" val="1994">1994</annee>

</date>
<time type="lin" iso8601="T13:31">

<mod-pre type="eq">à</mod-pre> <heure type="num" val="13">13</heure> h



<minute type="num" val="31">31</minute>
</time>

</date-time>This system of labelling funtions but is to be improved. The objetive is better to loate thetemporal elements in the questions as well as in the seleted passages. Unfortunately, onerningthis AVE 2008 evaluation, few questions suggested were based on the temporal aspet. Moreover,the proessing was undoubtedly inomplete. It thus did not produe signi�ant results.5.2 Named entities extrationFor loating named entities, NEMESIS tool [3℄ is used. It was developed by our researh team.Nemesis is a Frenh proper name reognizer for large-sale information extration, whose spei�a-tions have been elaborated through orpus investigation both in terms of referential ategories andgraphial strutures. The graphial riteria are used to identify proper names and the referentiallassi�ation to ategorize them. The system is a lassial one: it is rule-based and uses speializedlexions without any linguisti preproessing. Its originality onsists on a modular arhiteturewhih inludes a learning proess.5.3 Aronym de�nition extrationFor aronym's de�nition searh, we use a tool developed by E. Morin [8℄ based on regular expres-sions. It detets aronyms and links them to their de�nition (if it exists).5.4 Pattern-based answer extrationFor the pattern-based answer extration proess, we developed our own tool.Aording to question ategories, syntati patterns were de�ned in order to extrat answer(s).These patterns are based on the question fous and makes it possible to the system to extrat theanswer. Patterns are sorted aording to their priority, i.e. answers extrated by a pattern withan higher priority are onsidered as better answers than the ones extrated by patterns with alower priority.As a result, for a given question, patterns assoiated with the question ategory are appliedto all passages. Thus, we obtain a set of andidate answers for this question. Patterns (syntatipatterns) are based on the noun phrase that ontains the fous of the question. Therefore, the�rst step onsists in only seleting passages whih ould ontain the answer and whih ontain thefous of the question.5.5 Answer seletionWhen the answer type was determined by the question analysis step, the proess extrats, fromthe list of passages provided by the previous step, the andidate answers. Named entities, aronymde�nitions or numerial entities losest to the question fous (if this last is deteted) are supported.Indeed, in suh ases, the answer is often situated lose to the question fous.The answer seletion proess depends on the question ategory. For numerial entities, namedentities and aronym de�nitions, the right answer is the one with the best frequeny. This fre-queny is weighted aording to several heuristis suh as: the distane (in words) between thisanswer and the question fous, the presene in the sentene of named entities or dates from thequestion, et. For answers extrated by the pattern-based seletion, two strategies are used a-ording to the question ategory:
• the seletion of the �rst seleted answer obtained by the �rst appliable pattern,
• the seletion of the most frequent answer (the andidate answer frequeny).



Most of the time, the �rst heuristi is the better one. Indeed, the seleted answer is the �rstone obtained by the �rst appliable pattern (patterns sorted aording to their onveniene) andinto the �rst passage (sorted by the passage seletion step aording to their onveniene).Nevertheless, for de�nitional questions suh as the question �Qui est Boris Beker ?� ("Whois Boris Beker?") or the �rst question �Qu'est e qu'Atlantis ?� ("What is Atlantis?"), we notedthat the better strategy is the andidate phrase frequeny.Indeed, for this question ategory where the number of question's terms is low, the passageseletion step does not make it possible to the system to selet with preision passages ontainingthe answer. Therefore, the frequeny-based strategy generally selets the right answer.6 Validation moduleThe validation module is divided into two steps:
• a temporal validation
• a answer validation : omparison between AVE answer and PRODICOS answer6.1 Temporal validationThe �rst step of validation module aims to ompare the temporal elements of the question andthe temporal elements of the question's passages. The temporal elements are alulated by thenumerial entities extration module, presented in setion 5.1.For eah passage, a temporal oe�ient is alulated (equal to -2,-1,0,1,2):
• If there is no temporal element in the question : sore = 0 (nothing an be said)
• If there are temporal elements in the question :� If there is no temporal element in the passage : sore = 0� If there are temporal elements but highly ontraditory (not same year in the questionand in the passage): sore = -2� If there are temporal elements but ontraditory (year not spei�ed in the question orthe passage): sore = -1� If there are temporal elements but not ompleted (same year, but days or months notspei�ed in the question or the passage): sore = 1� If there are exatly same temporals elements in the question and the passage : sore =2For the �rst time, our goal is to use the temporal oe�ient to hoose the best passages forthe question : the passages whih have a temporal oe�ient equal to 1 or 2 are seleted.In the AVE 2008 task, our temporal validation module obtains the following results:
• temporal oe�ient = 2 : 9 passages
• temporal oe�ient = 1 : 7 passages
• temporal oe�ient = -2 : 1 passages
• temporal oe�ient = 0 : 182 passagesThere are only 17 questions where there are temporal elements in the question and in thepassages for this question. So, the temporal validation in the AVE 2008 ampaign doesn't giveenough informations to hoose the best passages to �nd the answer.



Table 1: Human evaluationAnswer type Number of answerValidated 53Unknown 20Rejeted 126Total 1996.2 Answer validationFor eah question, our Prodios system returns an answer. The answer validation aims to ompare,for eah question, the Prodios answer with the answer of eah passage.The answer validation is divided in several steps:
• If the Prodios answer is the same answer that the passage's anwswer : the passage's answeris validated
• If the Prodios answer inluded in the passage's answer: the passage's answer is validatedbut the on�dene oe�ient is dereased
• The Prodios answer is not ompletly inluded in passage's answer (depends on the numberof present words of this answer) : the passage's answer is validated but the on�deneoe�ient is more than dereased
• Otherwise passage's answer is not validatedIf there is only one passage's answer, this passage's answer is the SELECTED answer; otherwisethe ProdiosAV system hoose the �rst answer whih have the best on�dene oe�ient as theSELECTED answer.7 Results AnalysisFrenh Answer Validation Exerise onsists of 108 questions whih an eah get one or moreandidate answers. There are 199 andidate answers. In this ampaign, systems are evaluatedin two ways. On the one hand, in order to evaluate systems, preision and reall are alulatedaording to all question answers. On the other hand, the seond group of measures aims atomparing Question Answering systems performane with the potential gain that the partiipantAnswer Validation systems ould add to them. So, the e�ieny is measured aording to theanswer that the system provides to an user's question.7.1 System analysis at answers levelAll answers (199) given by the system are analysed aording to human judgment. It is worthnoting that the "unknown" value given by a human expert to an answer is not taken into aountin the evaluation. The human evaluation results are given in table 1. A �rst evaluation of theresults obtained by ProdiosAV are given in table 2. 43 answers were validated by ProdiosAVand among them 24 are validated too by human judges. 136 answers were rejeted by our systemand among them 109 are rejeted too by human experts. Our system obtains a preision rateequal to 0.56 and a reall rate equal to 0.46.We made an other evaluation onerning the type of question and results obtained (table 3and table 4).For de�nitional question, the test set ontains 46 answers for 29 questions. For 16 answersvalidated by ProdiosAV only 5 of them do not orrespond to the human judgment. Therefore,



ProdiosAV System Human expertValidated 43 24Rejeted 136 109Table 2: ProdiosAV evaluationValidated Validated Validated byby ProdiosAV by human ProdiosAV and humanDe�nition 16 22 11Numerial entity 7 8 3Named entity 22 16 8Other queries 6 7 2Table 3: ProdiosAV evaluationRejeted Rejetedby ProdiosAV by humanDe�nition 30 15Numerial entity 21 20Named entity 47 47Other queries 50 44Table 4: ProdiosAV evaluationthe system preision is high but its reall is worse. Indeed, only 16 answers were validated by oursystem while 23 of them should have been. The problems ome mainly from question analysisproblem (for example question 188: "Vasa" tagged as verb), from pattern extration problems (forexample question 159: "Jane Austen (16 déembre 1775, Steventon, Hampshire - 18 juillet 1817,Winhester) est une érivain") or from aronym extration problems (the meaning of the aronymis translated in the passage what implies that aronym's letters are ompletely independant of it).For numerial entity question, the test set ontains 28 answers for 16 questions and for namedentity question, the test set ontains 69 answers for 36 questions. Only 11 answers of 29 answersvalidated by ProdiosAV orrespond to the human judgment. And the system reall is also worse,indeed only 11 answers were validated by our system while 24 of them should have been. For otherquestions, the test set ontains 56 answers for 27 questions. The system preision and rappel areequivalent : only 2 answers of 6 answers validated by ProdiosAV and of 7 answers validated bythe human judgment. The problems ome mainly from the seletion of the andidate passages :the question fous doesn't detet in a lot of passages or from question analysis problem or fromreferene's absene.7.2 System analysis at questions levelThe seond group of measures aims at omparing QA systems performane with the potentialgain that the partiipant Answer Validation systems ould add to them. The test set inludes108 questions. Human experts �nd a response for 52 of them. Among them, our system gives23 responses whih are well validated. Human experts gives a negative response for 56 questions,among them, our system gives 38 negative responses. The qa-auray rate obtained is 22%. Themaximum that the system should have obtained is 48% (aording to the number of validatedresponse the humans found). The qa-rej-auray rate obtained is 35%. The maximum that thesystem should have obtained is 52% (aording to the number of rejeted response the humansfound). Our system obtains a not satisfatory estimated-qa-performane rate equal to 29%. Themaximum that it should have obtained is 73%. This shows that ProdiosAV System has not a



good ability to aknowledge the identi�ation of questions with a set of answers in whih no orretone has been found.8 Conlusion and ProspetsThe results are not satisfatory, beause we only reover 24 orret answers on 53 orret answers.The problems ome mainly from question analysis problem (speialy the word's labeling), frompattern extration problem (speialy the absene of semantis and oreferene). We an alsoimprove our validation module by taking into aount all the answers proposed by the variousstrategies of extration module and not only the best. We an also take into aount the anotherexternal informations as the passage's date, et.Referenes[1℄ Vossen P. : �EuroWordNet: A Multilingual Database with Lexial Semanti�, editor NetworksPiek Vossen, university of Amsterdam, 1998.[2℄ Moneaux L. : �Adaptation du niveau d'analyse des interventions dans un dialogue - appliationà un système de question - réponse�, These en informatique, Paris Sud, ORSAY, LIMSI (2003)[3℄ Fourour, N. : �Identi�ation et atégorisation automatiques des entités nommées dans les textesfrançais�, These en informatique, Nantes, LINA(2004)[4℄ Desmontils E., Jaquin C., Moneaux L. : �Question Types Spei�ation for the Use of Spe-ialized Patterns in Prodios System�, in C Peters, F.C Gey, J Gonzalo, G.J Jones, M Kluk,B Magnini, H Müllern et M De Ruke eds. Proeedings of Aessing Multilingual Reposito-ries, 7th workshop of the Cross Language Evaluation Forum, CLEF 2006, Revised seletedpapers, volume 4730 de Letures Notes of Computer Sienes (LNCS), Springer-Verlag BerlinHeidelberg , pp. 280-289, 2007.[5℄ Lee G. G., Seo J., Lee S., Jung H., Cho B., Lee C., Kwak B., Cha J., Kim D., An J., Kim H.,Kim K.: "SiteQ: Engineering High Performane QA System Using Lexio-Semanti PatternMathing and Shallow NLP". Proeedings of tenth Text REtrieval Conferene (TREC 2001),2001.[6℄ S. Tellex S., Katz B., Lin J., Fernandes A., Marton G.: "Quantitative evaluation of passageretrieval algorithms for question answering", In SIGIR onferene on Researh and developmentin information retrieval, pages 41�47. ACM Press, 2003.[7℄ L. Moneaux, C. Jaquin, E. Desmontils : The query answering system Prodios, in C Pe-ters, F.C Gey, J Gonzalo, G.J Jones, M Kluk, B Magnini, H Müllern et M De Ruke eds.Proeedings of Aessing Multilingual Repositories, 6th workshop of the Cross Language Eval-uation Forum, CLEF 2005, Revised seleted papers, Vienna, Austria, september 2005, volume4022 de Letures Notes of Computer Sienes (LNCS), Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg , pp.527?534, 2006[8℄ E. Morin, "Extration de liens sémantiques entre termes á partir de orpus de textes teh-niques", PhD Thesis, Université de Nantes, LINA, De'eembre 1999. http://www.sienes.univ-nantes.fr/info/perso/permanents/morin/artile/morin-these99.pdf


